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Good evening. Thank you all for being here. My name is Yonatan Aldort, and I’ll begin by saying 

that I am unabashedly passionate about addressing the impact vacation rentals are having on our 

community. Underlying this passion are two primary driving forces which brought me here today. One is 

a belief in housing as a human right and basic need regardless of economic or social background.  The 

other is a firm conviction that as it pertains to this basic need, something in our community is going 

terribly wrong. 

In the five years since I have returned to the island that was my childhood home, I have watched 

this basic need go increasingly unaddressed for scores of hardworking people. In particular, I have seen 

my generation, who unlike older and more established islanders didn’t yet have property of their own, 

struggle to find a foothold. I’ve come to accept friends and acquaintances living in tents, cars, closets, 

travel trailers, boats, and packed co-housing situations as the norm. Worst of all, I have had to bear 

witness to kind, generous, and industrious people who loved and were loved by this community leave it 

behind because housing insecurity or cost had become prohibitive for them. 

At the same time, I’ve seen a burgeoning vacation rental market remove one piece of housing 

stock after another from the island’s already limited pool. With long-term housing demand outpacing 

supply more each year, the pressure on working people, young people, and families has reached a 

critical level, while a growing number of outside investors buy up real estate and convert it into short 

term rental housing. 

 I am not alone in these experiences. I have heard such stories and sentiments echoing ever 

more resoundingly throughout my fellow islanders in conversations, at public meetings, on the pages of 

the Sounder and Orcas Issues, and in social media. People are troubled. They feel that something is 

amiss, and they’ve been saying it louder and louder over the last several years. I believe they are right to 

feel this way, because the status quo I’ve just described is an embarrassment and an outrage, and the 

future if these trends continue unabated will be even worse. I believe a community as educated, 

progressive, and engaged as ours can do much better than this. 

 Two months ago, as a member of the Eastsound Planning Review Committee, I translated this 

belief into action by bringing forward a proposal for a moratorium on new vacation rental permits in the 

Eastsound Subarea. Although it passed by a vote of 6 in favor to one abstention, the County Council 

chose not to adopt that recommendation. The primary reason they gave for this decision, and had given 

me at every juncture over the last few years when I raised this issue, was that the extent of the impact 

caused by Vacation Rentals was unclear; the evidence necessary to warrant alarm was in their eyes 

lacking. 



 Common sense and experience told me that there was plenty of reason for alarm, but I had to 

admit that my knowledge of the particulars was incomplete. So after having my moratorium proposal 

dismissed by the county, I decided I’d had enough of hearing that we didn’t know enough and started 

digging. At the same time, emails began pinging through my inbox from folks who’d been inspired by the 

moratorium proposal and wanted to do something more. Overnight, a grassroots gathering of citizens 

just like you and me sprang up, eager to take on this issue more comprehensively. 

 The first part of this meeting is the result of that group’s efforts to better inform and educate 

ourselves, and by extension you, as a community. You will hear from speakers presenting data and 

research, some collected locally, some gathered on the national or even international level. They will 

offer a brief overview of how vacation rentals impact our community, but their primary purpose is 

simply to help inform the conversation we will all be having here tonight. 

 The importance of our having this conversation cannot be overstated. In fact, in researching the 

subject of vacation rentals on Orcas, perhaps the most important thing I learned was that everybody has 

something to say about them. That as much as anything is proof of their impact, and it is also a clear sign 

that we are long overdue for this kind of dialogue. 

 I’ve expressed my concerns about housing, and many others share them. But that’s only one 

spoke on the wheel. I’ve heard folks worried about the environmental impacts of VRs, about the 

character of their neighborhoods changing, about the loss of private spaces, and about the overall 

carrying capacity of Orcas Island and the community that calls it home. 

 Whatever brings you here tonight, it is vital that you share it. Our strength as a community 

depends on us speaking our truths and following them with actions that reflect our desires as a 

collective. This meeting is only the beginning of a continuing process that seeks to engage our 

democratic values at the highest level to move forward with intelligent planning and wise stewardship 

of our island home. 

 I want to be clear that for me, this conversation is not about taking away the rights of resident 

homeowners to make extra income from their property in order to survive financially on Orcas. It is, 

however, about confronting a commercial takeover of residential space and working towards smart 

solutions that protect our neighborhoods and our community’s economic and social diversity now and 

into the future. 

Having said that, I would like to leave you with a few questions to consider as the evening 

unfolds.  What is the primary purpose of residential housing? How do we define commercial and 

residential activity and space? And finally, what kind of community do we want to be? 


